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The Simpsons website is a fun, interactive flash website of their biography that features animated graphic elements and audio.

The Simpsons is an animated series with the stupid but lovable father - Homer, his wife with the blue kid-n-play hairdo - Marge, the trouble-maker - Bart, the brainiac - Lisa, and the pacifier-sucking baby - Maggie.
FLASH INTRO

ANIMATED TRANSITIONS
Subpage: Homer Simpson

Main Nav Concept:
Oval cut-out of characters’ heads glued to the top end of a popsicle stick

Transition Curtain
Paper cut-out of Marge Simpson over an urban designed background
The designs were all done in Adobe Photoshop CS3. The animation and coding were done in Adobe Flash CS3 using Action Script 2.0.

Designing with Photoshop

Animating and Coding with Flash